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Introduction
This file contains a set of tasks given to prospective elementary school teachers in an
undergraduate university course aimed at preparing them for teaching mathematics, in the 2010
offering of this course. Each task is given in its original formulation by the instructor of the
course. We describe its institutional status and its grade weight in the course.
We label the course “Teaching Mathematics”; the university in which it took place is
labeled “AU1”, and the instructor is labeled “Aone”.
Tasks are labeled using the format “AU1-TM1-Aone-Task-[number]”.
The course was one of the Teaching Mathematics courses given at six universities in
three Canadian provinces – New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Québec – that we studied in our
research. Three universities were Francophone, and three – Anglophone. Tasks used in Teaching
Mathematics courses at other universities will be presented in separate files.
The set of tasks has been indexed using a system of categories of ACTIONS in which the
tasks engage future teachers and a system of categories of ANALYTIC TOOLS offered to the
future teachers to guide them in performing the actions.
The index is available from the website of Anna Sierpinska
(www.annasierpinska.wkrib.com ), the “Research” page, at:
http://www.annasierpinska.wkrib.com/pdf/EMM-Research-Sierpinska-OsanaIndexing_Framework.pdf
The document ends with summary statistics about the relative weights that categories of
the actions and the analytic tools carried in the course. Two weight measures are given: the grade
weight, i.e. the percentage of the grade for the course to which a given category of actions or
analytic tools has contributed, and the percentage of the total number of tasks in which the given
category of actions or analytic tools was required.
As mentioned, we list and analyze here tasks used in AU1 in the 2010 offering of the
course TM1. An exception is the 2006 version of the “Reflection” task. We quote it here because
the instructor considered the departure from this version of the task to be a major change in her
conception of what prospective teachers should know.
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List of abbreviations
TM
FT
TK
TDA
MKT
PML
Comm
Prof
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Teaching Mathematics (name of a course)
Future teacher
Teachers’ knowledge models (“TKM” used in the Summary statistics)
Models of teacher’s didactic actions
Models of mathematical knowledge for teaching
Psychology of mathematics learning
Models of communication skills
Models of professional behavior
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1 “Reflection assignment”
Institutional status: Graded, out of class assignment (10%)
NOTE: In both 2006 and 2010, the Reflection and Case study assignments were worth 20%
altogether. Only the distribution of the grade between the two assignments was different: in
2006, Reflection was worth 5%; in 2010 – its weight was 10%.
Task formulation
In the course outline, the task was described as follows:

In class, the instructor distributed a worksheet with these questions:
1.
2.
3.

Few people would argue that a teacher must know mathematics to be able to teach it well. Why is
knowing the subject important for a math teacher.
Describe how a good teacher uses his or her knowledge of mathematics in the classroom. Be as
specific as you can.
Answer the following questions as best as you can
i.
In the space below, draw an angle
ii.
Fill in the blanks:
,
, 12=?
,
,
,
,
. In these problems, explain in your own words what
the “=” means?
iii.
Why does it work to “add a zero” to multiply a number by ten? (For example,
)
iv.
What is the smallest fraction? Explain.
v.
Consider the equation
.. Statements about the “=” sign from three students
are presented in the table below it. Rate each statement as “Not so smart”, “Kind of smart”,
or “Very smart” by circling the happy face in the corresponding column.
A. Ken said “=” means “both sides of the sign should have the same amount”.
B. Wendy said “=” means “the answer goes next”
C. Peter said “=” means all the numbers after it are small”.
vi.
Consider again the problem in (v). For grade levels 1, 2, 4, 6 , estimate how many children
would get the answer correct. Choose from the options: Almost none, About a quarter,
About half, More than a half, but not all, Most students.

After answering this first worksheet, students were asked to read the article by Ball, Hill
and Bass (Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005). Next, they were asked to answer the following questions:
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NOTE: Questions 3i, iii, iv were asked to satisfy the instructor’s (researcher’s) curiosity about
future teachers’ prior knowledge about mathematics (not because any of it would be covered
explicitly later in the course). They won’t be considered in the analysis.
This task requires many actions, so it will be divided into several subtasks.

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1.1 Knowing mathematics
Grade weight: 2.5%
Task formulation
Questions 1 and 2
1.
2.

Few people would argue that a teacher must know mathematics to be able to teach it well. Why is
knowing the subject important for a math teacher?
Describe how a good teacher uses his or her knowledge of mathematics in the classroom. Be as
specific as you can.

Task analysis
Action
FT’s action \ Reflection about future profession \ Sharing opinions about what it means to be a
good elementary math teacher (emt)
Analytical tools
[None mentioned]

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1.2 Reading Ball et al.
Grade weight: 2.5%
Task formulation
Questions about the reading (Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005)
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical action \ Answering questions about a reading on teaching
theory
Analytical tools
TK (Models of Teachers’ knowledge) \ Mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball, Hill, &
Bass, 2005)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1.3 Online discussion about future profession
Grade weight: 2.5%
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
FT’s action \ Reflection about future profession \ Analyzing peers’ opinions about what it means
to be a good emt
Analytical tools
TK (Teachers’ knowledge models) \ Mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball, Hill, & Bass,
2005)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1.4 Math questions: equals sign; 0 even or odd
Grade weight: 2.5%
Task formulation
The math questions, including the question about whether 0 is even or odd after reading Ball’s
article.
11

Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1.4.1
Grade weight: 0.83%
Question 3.ii
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Describe the meaning of the equals sign in the content of
concrete arithmetic expressions
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Equality sign in the context of arithmetic expressions

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1.4.2
Grade weight: 0.83%
Question 3v, vi
Action
(NOTE: Worded as an assessment task for teachers, but was intended to get at FTs’
understanding of the equal sign. In research, this task has been designed for and used with
children.)
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Students’ understanding of a mathematical
concept \ Equals sign
Analytic tools
MKT\ Elementary school math \ Equals sign

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-1.4.3
Grade weight: 0.83%
The question after reading Ball et al: “Is 0 even or odd?
The article gives several definitions of even and odd numbers:
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(Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005, p. 21)
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Proving a mathematical statement \ Deciding if 0 is even or
odd and justifying one’s statement
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Even numbers \ Informal definitions for different grade levels;
Formal number-theoretical definition

AU1-TM1-Aone-2006-Task-1 “Reflection assignment”
Institutional status: Graded, out of class assignment (5%)
NOTE: Reflection task in the 2010 version above was introduced shortly after 2006. Analytical
tools became more explicit, more demanding in terms of analytical thinking.
Task formulation
Your first assignment will be to answer a few questions on your ideas about the teaching and learning of
math. You will be required to post brief answers to these questions… [on the course website]….There are no
right or wrong answers to the questions in this assignment, so please be as truthful in your responses as
possible. The purpose of this assignment is for you to reflect on your beliefs and attitudes about the teaching
and learning of elementary mathematics and for you to share your thoughts with your peers….”(Text in the
course outline).

Text of the assignment
13

Task analysis
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Action
FT’s action \ Reflection about future profession \ Sharing opinions about what it means to be a
good elementary math teacher (emt)
Analytical tools
[None mentioned]

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-2 “Double pan balance”
Institutional status: in-class, non-graded
Format: Small group work followed by whole class discussion
Task formulation
A boy selling fruit has only 3 weights and a double-pan balance. But with them he can weigh any
whole number of pounds from 1 to 13 pounds. What weights does he have?
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving an elementary word problem (simple)
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models \ Problem-solving approach
PML \ Learning-teaching theories \ Problem-solving heuristics
NOTE: In preparation for the Week 2 class, FTs were given a text to read about problem solving
in (Reys, Lindquist, M., Lambdin, D. V., Smith, N. L. , & Colgan, 2010): Chapter 6. This
chapter starts with a reference to a video of a lesson illustrating the “problem-solving approach
to teaching” (in van de Walle, the approach is called “problem-based teaching”). The notion of
problem-solving approach to teaching was an “Analytic tool” in accomplishing this task insofar
as it prepared them to accept the task as legitimate in the TM course, or as having a definite
instructional purpose, namely as an illustration of a teaching approach advocated in the textbook.
The video was published by Annenberg media (Annenberg Media, 1997). It is the video
titled “Valentine exchange” (video # 42 at http://www.learner.org/resources/series32.html). In the
video, the teacher introduces the problem of the number of Valentine card exchanges as
depending on the number of people exchanging the card, gets some students to solve it for 2, 3
and 4 in front of the whole class and then asks students to find, in small groups, how many cards
would be exchanged by 24 people (24 is the number of students in the class). Children use a
variety of strategies, and the answers vary widely, but the teacher only asks students to explain
how they were thinking, and does not tell them who got it right and who got it wrong. The
validity of solutions is not addressed at all in the lesson. The mathematical ideas underlying the
problem are not the focus of the lesson. The teacher explains to the camera, “The whole focus is,
‘How were you thinking about the problem? How are you making sense of the information you
have on the table? How was it making a connection in your mind? What are you looking at as far
as strategy building and problem solving?” (Reys, Lindquist, M., Lambdin, D. V., Smith, N. L. ,
& Colgan, 2010, p. 139) . The video ends with a section called “Analysis” where three questions
15

are asked of the (FTs)/teachers who might be watching it: “How did the task, the materials, and
the environment all facilitate problem solving in this lesson?”; “What teaching strategies were
used to enhance discourse?”; “Discuss the different strategies used by the students to solve the
tasks”. The chapter provides FTs with analytical tools that can help answering these questions.
In the book, the problem-solving approach is introduced as follows:
Mathematical problem solving is a skill people need throughout their lives. In school, students must solve
problems in order to understand mathematical concepts, discover new mathematical relationships, and make
sense of connections between mathematics and other subjects. Both children and adults confront
mathematical problems in their daily lives – as consumers, citizens, and workers.
A problem-solving approach can pervade the mathematics curriculum. Teachers can use problems to
introduce new topics, to form threads that connect topics throughout instruction, and to ascertain whether
children can apply what they have learned to new situations (Midgett, 2001). A cornerstone for all
mathematics curriculum in Canada is that from pre-kindergarten through grade 12, mathematics learning
experiences should enable all students to construct new mathematical knowledge through problem solving;
recognize and solve problems that arise in mathematics and mathematics class as well as in authentic realworld situations; know, select, and use a variety of appropriate problem-solving strategies; and evaluate their
own problem solving processes through reflection. (Reys, Lindquist, M., Lambdin, D. V., Smith, N. L. , &
Colgan, 2010, p. 139)

Helpful in answering the first two questions could be the list of Hiebert’s “signposts” that
are supposed to guide the teacher in teaching mathematics through problem solving:
Signpost 1. Allow mathematics to be problematic for students….
Signpost 2. Focus on methods used to solve problems….
Signpost 3. Tell the right things at the right time… (Reys, Lindquist, M., Lambdin, D. V., Smith, N. L. , &
Colgan, 2010, pp. 142-143) in reference to (Hiebert, 2003).

Another helpful analytical tool could be the list of “factors” that influence students’ problemsolving skills: “knowledge, beliefs and affective factors, control, and sociocultural factors” (ibid.,
p. 143). The list of teaching strategies so that all students are developing problem solving skills
(ibid., p. 158-160) is another. A list (with discussion and illustrations) of problem solving
strategies (ibid., p. 151-158) is useful for answering the third question.
There is a chapter on problem solving also in Burris (2005, pp. 24-25), but Aone
preferred Reys because Burris presents the problem solving process as a sequence of “steps”.
Aone doesn’t like the word “steps” because it conveys the idea of problem solving being a set of
procedures that you follow step by step always THE SAME WAY. Aside from the word,
however, the introduction of problem solving strategies in both books are quite similar, and
based on Pólya’s heuristics that might help in solving problem solving. Reys et al. refer to these
actions as Pólya’s “four-stage model of problem solving” (p. 151); Burris – as “steps of problem
solving”. In Reys et al., the actions are listed with very little discussion at the beginning of the
section on “Problem solving strategies”. These authors distinguish between Pólya’s “stages” and
those strategies: the former are actions that are done in solving every problem; the latter are
“tools that may be useful at various points in the problem-solving process” (Reys et al., p. 151).
In Burris, on the other hand, problem solving strategies are incorporated as an elaboration of one
of the five steps of problem solving named by Pólya (Pólya, 1945):
1. Understand the problem
What are you asked to find or show?
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What type of answer do you expect?
What units will be used in the answer?
Can you give an estimate?
What information is given? Do you understand all the terms and conditions?
Are there any assumptions that need to be made or conditions to be met?
Is there enough information given? If not, what information is needed?
Is there any extra information given? If so, what information is not needed?
Can you restate the problem in your own words?
Can you act out the problem?
Can you draw a picture, a diagram, or an illustration?
Can you calculate specific instances that illustrate the problem?
2. Devise a plan. Use problem-solving strategies.
Strategies:
Use guess and check.
Draw a picture or a diagram / use a graph or number line
Use manipulatives or model/act it out.
Make a list or table.
Eliminate possibilities.
Use cases.
Solve an equivalent problem.
Solve a simpler problem.
Look for a pattern.
Choose the operations/write a formula or number sentence.
Make a prediction / use estimation.
Work the problem backward.
Use logical reasoning.
3. Carry out the plan.
4. Look back.
5. Extend the problem.

Regarding the last step, Burris says:
For a classroom teacher, an important part of the problem-solving process should involve trying to create
similar or related problems. (Burris, 2005, p. 26)

She mentions transformations that simplify the problem or make it more complex, or that
make the problem more specific, or more general, or more interdisciplinary, or connected to
other problems. This leads to the competence of problem posing, addressed in the textbook in
Chapter 2.2, p. 37.
The set of problem solving strategies is very similar in (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, &
Bezuk). In (van de Walle, 2004), problem-solving strategies are not treated as a stand-alone
analytical tool, but the whole approach to teaching advocated in this textbook is focused on
problem solving: it is a “problem-based approach”. Therefore, it is assumed that teachers would
have to come up with problems all the time. Each class must start with a problem which is
explored, and modified in the course of the lesson. Problem-solving strategies in the book are not
treated as a topic on its own and therefore no general problem solving strategies are listed, but
strategies of solving particular types of problems are discussed in various chapters. E.g., the title
of Chapter 2 is “Flexible strategies for whole number computation”.
But all this discourse is about general teaching strategies and problem solving strategies.
Nothing about the specific mathematical content. This has been pointed out as a major flaw of
the NCTM Standards by Hung-Hsi Wu (Wu, 1999).
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-3 “Jasper Woodbury Adventures”
Institutional status: non-graded, in class activity
Format: Small group work followed by whole class discussion
Students watch a Jasper Woodbury adventure video and solve the problem given at the end of the
video.
Task formulation
The students were shown an overhead slide as an introduction to the task:

After that, students viewed the video with an elaborate story problem, which Aone described as
follows:
Jasper’s young friend Chris wants to help his school raise money to buy a new camera for the school TV
station. His idea is to have a dunking booth in which teachers would be dunken when students hit a target. He
must develop a business plan for the school principal in order to obtain a loan for his project. The overall
problem centers on developing this business plan including the use of a statistical survey to help him decide if
his idea would be profitable.

Students were given a sheet with all kinds of information gathered from the video:
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving an elementary math problem \ A complex situational
math problem
Analytic tools
The topic for the two class sessions where this task is done are listed as “Problem solving”
(reading attached to this session is (Reys, Lindquist, M., Lambdin, D. V., Smith, N. L. , &
Colgan, 2010), ch. 6 on Problem solving and problem solving strategies, and “Effective learning
environments” (Hiebert J. , et al., 1997), ch. 1.
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TDA \ Teaching principles \ NCTM Principles and Standards /QEP (Québec Educational
program) reform principles \ Process standards (Reasoning; Problem solving; Communication;
Connection; Representation)
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Use of authentic tasks; Embedded data
design; Real life situations and practice; Tool use, including using knowledge as a tool; Support
for special needs student (Good for at-risk students; Use of motivating problems)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4 “Beans”
Format: Small group work followed by a whole class discussion
Institutional status: In class; non-graded

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.1 “Activity 1. Bean bags”
Task formulation
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Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.1.1
For bags A, B, C

For Bag D:

Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Counting and grouping material objects
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.1.2
About bags A, B, C :

About bags D, E, F:

Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A material representation into a formal representation in base-four
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems
NOTE: Students were advised to read Burris (2005), chapter 4, on place-value systems, where a
definition of the base of a positional system was defined and examples were given, mostly in
base-six.

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.1.3
About Bag D :

Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Grouping and re-grouping material objects
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ Grouping and regrouping
22

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.2 “Activity 2: base-four place value mats”
Task formulation
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Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.2.1

Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Counting and grouping material objects
Analytic tools
[None suggested]

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.2.2
Task formulation

Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Grouping and re-grouping material objects
Analytical tool
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \Place-value systems \ Grouping and regrouping
NOTE: Analytical tools are just names of actions.

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.2.3
Task formulation

(To write 13, 33, 50, 23 and 118 in base-four)
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A material representation into a formal representation in base-four
Analytical tools
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MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ base-four
“categories” (positions: 1s, 4s, 16s, 64s)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.3 Representing base-four numerals
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A formal base-four representation into a material representation (base-four
blocks)
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ base-four
numerals

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.4 Converting from one base to another
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A formal representation of a number into another formal representation \ From
base-ten to base-(other than ten)
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ base-four
numerals; base-ten numerals

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.5 Representing base-four numerals
using concrete materials
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Actions
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A formal base-four representation into a verbal description of a material
representation (base-four blocks)
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Place-value systems \ base-four numerals

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.6 Representing and calculating with numerals in
different bases
Task formulation
Solve exercises 3-7 from the textbook (Burris, 2005)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.6.1
Task formulation
Given

, count seven numbers forward and seven numbers backward.

NOTE: This exercise helps in getting a feel for the pattern in place-value systems. The essential
variable in this exercise was the number of numbers to count. The fact that it was set at 7 and not
1 or 2, makes a difference in “getting it”. Another important variable was the number of ways to
count. Counting not only forward but also backward. Going back reinforces the pattern observed
in counting forward.
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Counting in abstraction (saying or writing consecutive number
names) \ Writing consecutive numbers in base other than 10 \ Forward; Backward
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ base-four
numerals

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.6.2
Task formulation
(Exercises 4a and 5a): Convert
and
to base-ten notation.
(Exercises 4b and 5b): Convert 1,739 and 18,740 to their equivalent in base-four
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NOTE: Answers: a) 135; 74,529; b)
,
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A formal representation of a number into another formal representation \ From
base-four to base-ten; From base-ten to base-four
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ base-four
numerals; base-ten numerals

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.6.3
Exercises 6, 7 – the formal representation part

Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Using standard algorithms for arithmetic operations \ In base
other than ten \ Addition; Subtraction
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ base-four
numerals; base-ten numerals; grouping and re-grouping
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Standard algorithms \ With numerals written in base other than
ten \ Formal representation
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-4.6.4
Exercises 6, 7, the pictorial representation part: “Draw the pictorial representations and show the
regroupings”
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of an arithmetic operation into
another representation \ A formal base-(not 10) representation into a pictorial representation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ base-four
numerals; grouping and re-grouping
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Standard algorithms with numerals written in base other than
ten \ Pictorial representation
NOTE: Possible solution to ex. 6, addition, pictorial:
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5 “Practice problems in
preparation for the Quiz”
Institutional status: non-graded, optional out of class activity

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.1 Problem vs exercise
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Recalling and writing down a definition \ Describing the
difference between a problem and an exercise
Analytical tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Exercises; Problems [genuine]

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.2 (A problem-posing task)
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Writing a problem satisfying given conditions \
Traditional mathematical story problem; Open-ended problem
Analytical tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Traditional mathematical story problem ; Open-ended problem

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.3 Conversion
Task formulation

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.3.1 Conversion from base-6 to base-10
3a
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving problems about representation of numbers \
Converting a representation of a number into another representation \ A formal representation
into another formal representation \ From base-(other than ten) to base-ten
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Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.3.2 Conversion from base-10 to base-6
3b
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Converting a representation of a number into another representation \ A formal
representation into another formal representation \ From base-ten to base-six
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.4 Counting in different bases
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Counting in abstraction (saying or writing consecutive number
names) \ Writing consecutive numbers in base other than ten \ Forward; Backward
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.5 Deduce the base from a calculation
Task formulation

Task analysis
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Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Proving \ Deducing the base of the place-value system from a
number sentence
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.6.1, 5.6.2 Arithmetic operations in base-10
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Using standard algorithms for arithmetic operations (5.6.1) \ In
base other than ten \ Addition; Subtraction
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of an arithmetic operation into
another representation (5.6.2) \ A formal base-(not10) representation into a pictorial
representation
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Standard algorithms \ With numerals written in base other than
ten \ Formal representation; Pictorial representation

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.7 Define place value, predict errors
Task formulation
We speak of so many children having little or no understanding of place value. What does “place
value mean”? Define the concept mathematically, but in your own words. Describe how a child
without place value understanding might incorrectly solve the following problems:
a)
b)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.7.1 Define place value
Task formulation
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Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Define a mathematical concept \ Place value
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.7.2 Predict child’s error
Task formulation

Action
Teacher’s action \ Predicting students’ mathematical behavior \ Predicting students’ errors on a
type of task \ Incorrect place value understanding
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.8 Help children overcome errors
Task formulation

Task analysis
10a, b

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.8.1 Find error
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of student’s work \ Find a student’s error
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.8.2 Describe how you would explain
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Imagined teaching \ Describe how you would explain a
mathematical concept \ Using concrete materials \ Place value
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.9 Round off a number
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Rounding off concrete numbers
Analytical tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Rounding off principle

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.10 Finding errors and helping children overcome
them
Task formulation

Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.10.1
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of student’s work \ Finding a student’s error
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.10.2 Explain
Action
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Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Imagined teaching \ Describe how you would explain a
mathematical concept
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.11 Represent numbers in different bases
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A formal representation into another formal representation \ From base-ten to
base-(other than ten)
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.12 Represent numbers in arbitrary base
Task formulation
Write number
(a) in base-b
(b)
in base-b
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A formal representation into another formal representation \ A literal
representation to a digital representation \ in a literally represented base
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.13 Find a general relationship between
representations in different bases
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Finding a general relationship between representations in
different bases \ Relative length (in number of digits) of the representations
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.14 Base-ten block representations
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Converting a representation of a number into another representation \ A
formal base-ten representation into a pictorial representation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-5.15 Ordering numbers written in different bases
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Ordering numbers \ Written in different bases
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6 Quiz
Title: “Quiz”
Institutional status: graded examination, 15% of the final grade
The Quiz had 4 parts.
PART I. Video analysis (20 points)
(6%)
PART II. Short Answer (10 points)
(3%)
PART III. True-False and justification (10 points) (3%)
PART IV. Short Answer (10 points)
(3%)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.1 Quiz – Part I “Video analysis”
Grade weight:
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared \ Reflect on / Analyze someone else’s teaching \ Reflect
on a video of a lesson
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models \ Mathematics Learning Environment \ Dimensions of a Mathematics
Learning Environment (Hiebert J. , et al., 1997) \ The role of the teacher in student learning;
Mathematical tools as learning supports
TDA \ Teaching principles \ Characteristics of an Effective Learning Environment \ Classroom
tasks should be genuine problems; Teacher’s primary responsibility is to establish a classroom
culture in which students choose and share their own methods for solving problems and where
the correctness of an argument resides in the mathematics and not in any one individual; Teacher
encourages students to use tools for solving problems and to construct their own tools for the
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purposes of recording; All students contribute to the discussion and are heard by their peers thus
ensuring that all have access to the mathematics being learned
NOTE: All characteristics of the ELE are listed above because FTs are not told in the task which
ones will be relevant in analyzing the lesson.

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.2 Quiz – Part II “Short answer”
Grade weight:
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Converting a representation of a number into another
representation \ A pictorial representation into a formal representation in a positional system
whose base is to be deduced
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \Place-value systems \ notion of base
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.3 Quiz – Part III “True-False and Justification”
Grade weight : 3%

Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.3.1
Grade weight: 1.5%
Task formulation
To decide if statement is true or false and justify

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Proving a mathematical statement \ Deciding if a formal
representation of a number is correct
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.3.2
Grade weight: 1.5%
Task formulation
2.

Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identify a didactic-theoretical object (recognize and
name) \ Category of a problem-solving strategy
Analytic tools
PML \ Problem solving strategies or heuristics \ Use manipulatives or model/act it out; Make a
list or table; Eliminate possibilities; Use cases; Solve an equivalent problem; Solve a simpler
problem; Look for a pattern; Choose the operations/write a formula or number sentence; Make a
prediction / use estimation; Work the problem backward; Use logical reasoning
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.4 Quiz – Part IV “Short answer”
Grade weight: 3%

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.4.1
Task weight: 1.5%
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Deciding if a student’s solution is correct \
Finding the student’s error
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Numeration systems \ Place-value systems \ notion of place
value; regrouping
MKT \ Elementary school math \Standard algorithms \ with base-five numerals \ using a formal
representation

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.4.2
Task formulation
Mr. Wiley gave his fifth-grade students the following problem to solve
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Jeremy, a student in the class, began by drawing a table to solve the problem. Here is part of his
table:
Number of bags 5 kg
0
0
X
1
X
2
X
3
4
5
X
6
16.74

Number
of bags 3
kg

1
X
X
X
$15.14

2
X
X
X
$16.33

3
X
$14.73

4
$15.92

$20.31

Too much
Too much
Too much
Too much Too much Too much (way)

(a) Complete Jeremy’s table.
(b) Using the completed table, what is the answer to the problem? Explain how you arrived
at the answer.
(c) Name two advantages of using a table to solve this kind of problem
NOTE: Jeremy’s solution suggests interpreting “lowest cost” in terms of the total price to pay. It
would make more sense to interpret it in terms of the price of 1 kg. Jeremy’s formula for the cost
is (

)

. The formula (

)

(

)

would give the cost in terms of

dollars per kilo, which would be a better estimation of the real cost. In the latter sense, Jeremy’s
table could be replaced by:
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Number
of 3 kg
bags

0

Number of 5 kg bags
0
1
2
X
X
X

1

X

X

X

2
3

X

X

X
19 kg for
0.86 $/kg

4
5
6

17 kg for
0.89 $/kg
X
18 kg for
0.93 $/kg

3
X
18 kg for
0.82 $/kg

29 kg for
0.84 $/kg

4
20 kg for
0.80 $/kg
23 kg
for 0.81
$/kg
Too much
Too much

Too much
Too much Too much Too much (way)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.4.2.1
Grade weight: 0.75%
(a) Complete Jeremy’s table.
(b) Using the completed table, what is the answer to the problem? Explain how you arrived
at the answer.
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solve an elementary math problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-6.4.2.2
Grade weight: 0.75%
(c) Name two advantages of using a table to solve this kind of problem
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Identify the advantages of using a given problem solving
strategy to solve a given problem
Analytic tools
PML \ Problem solving strategies \ Make a list or table

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-7 “Algorithms for addition and
subtraction”
Institutional status: Non-graded, in class activity
Format: Individual or small group work
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Task formulation
1.

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action
Mathematical
Converting a representation of an arithmetic operation into another representation
A formal base-ten representation into a material (base-ten blocks) one
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Standard algorithms \ with numerals written in base ten \
Formal representation; Material representation

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-8 “Methods for solving addition
and subtraction problems”
Institutional status: Non-graded, in class activity
Format: Individual or small group work
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Note:
Proportional model: the block representing 10 is physically 10 times the size of the block
representing 1; in general, the ratios between place values are physically preserved in the
material models
Non-proportional model: physical proportionality is not preserved; color coding could be used
instead
Expanded form:
___________

___________________

=
=
=
Partial sum algorithm:
27
(idea: 27 + 16 = (7+6) + (20+10) = 13 + 30 = 43)
+16
13
30
43
Equal addition algorithm: the idea is,
(
) (
)
The algorithm is performed in columns.
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Performing an arithmetic operation using a variety of
algorithms \ Standard algorithm; Base-10 blocks; A non-proportional model; Expanded form;
Partial sums algorithm for addition; Equal addition algorithm for subtraction
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Standard algorithms \ Non-standard algorithms \ Base10 blocks; A non-proportional model; Expanded form; Partial sums algorithm for addition; Equal
addition algorithm for subtraction

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-9 “Multiplication – distributive
property”
Institutional status: Non-graded, in class activity
Format: Individual or small group work
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Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Mental calculation \ Multiplication using the distributive
property
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Properties of arithmetic operations \ Distributivity
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-10 “Multiplication – graphical
representation”
Institutional status: Non-graded, in class activity
Format: Individual or small group work
Task formulation

NOTE: “Using a grid” means the following:
Example:

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Performing an arithmetic operation using a variety of
algorithms \ Using a grid to calculate a product of two whole numbers
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Non-standard algorithms \ The grid model for multiplication
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-11 “Methods for solving
multiplication problems”
Institutional status: Non-graded, in class activity
Format: Individual or small group work
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \Mathematical \ Solving problems about arithmetic operations \ Performing an
arithmetic operation using a variety of algorithms: Standard algorithm; Base-ten blocks; Partial
products algorithm for multiplication; Using a grid to calculate a product of two whole numbers;
Using distributive property for multiplication
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Solving problems about arithmetic operations \ Standard
algorithms; Non-standard algorithms (Base-ten blocks; A non-proportional model; Expanded
form for addition; Partial sums algorithm for addition; Equal addition algorithm for subtraction;
The grid model for multiplication; Multiplication using the distributive property; Relations
between different algorithms)
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-12 “Division – concrete modeling”
Institutional status: Non-graded, in class activity
Format: Small group work
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving problems about arithmetic operations \ Performing an
arithmetic operation using Base-ten blocks
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \Non-standard algorithms \
Base-ten blocks
MKT \ Problem types \ Types of division problems \ Partitive division; Measurement division

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-13 “Multiplication and division
error analysis”
Institutional status: Non-graded, in class activity
Format: Small group work
Task formulation

NOTE: The tasks are written multiplication and division
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Finding and diagnosing a student’s error
Analytic tools
MKT \ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \ Standard algorithms \ Multiplication and division
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14 “Midterm practice problems”
Institutional status: Non-graded, optional out of class activity to prepare for the Midterm
Format: Small group work

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.1
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving problems about arithmetic operations \ Identifying
properties of arithmetic operations implicitly used in a transformation of an arithmetic expression
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Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Properties of arithmetic operations \ Commutativity;
Associativity; Distributivity

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.2 Diagnosing children’s errors
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Finding and diagnosing a student’s error
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \ Standard
algorithm for multiplication

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.3 Problem posing
Task formulation

NOTE: Burris (2005, pp. 128-9) gives three interpretations of multiplication. These
“interpretations” are, in fact, types of problems that can be solved using multiplication:
 “Additive”: “Given a number of sets, each with the same number of objects, find the total
number of objects”
 “Row by column (sometimes called the array interpretation)”: “Given a number of rows
where each row has the same number of objects, find the total number of objects”
 “Combination”: “One item is selected from each of two disjoint sets. Find the number of
possible combinations”.
Other textbooks list more types of multiplication problems and name them not
“interpretations” but “models”, “approaches”, etc. In particular, Cathcart et al. (Cathcart, Pothier,
Vance, & Bezuk, pp. 116-7), name four “approaches”: “Set”; “Array”; “Cartesian product”, and
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“Measurement”. The first three refer to the same categories as in Burris. The “Measurement”
approach is described as follows:
The number line can be used to represent a measurement approach to multiplication. On the number line,
equal groups are represented by equal ‘hops’ along the line. (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk, p. 117)

Let us note that this description of “measurement approach” implies that multiplication is
limited to multiplying numbers one of which must be a whole number.
In all these “interpretations” or “approaches”, multiplication can be replaced by repeated
addition and they can all be reduced to the situation of adding the same addend several times.
Therefore, no essentially new arithmetic operation is introduced. Multiplication is shorthand for
a special case of addition. It is for this reason that Davydov (Davydov, 1991 (orig. Russian
publi. in 1969), p. 19) considers the usual analysis of multiplication in “methods textbooks for
teachers” inadequate. To introduce multiplication at the primary school, he proposes to look
instead for a situation that produces the need to for multiplication as an essentially new
operation. He finds it (inspired by Lebesgue, (1932)) in the situation of a need to change the unit
of measurement, because the unit in which the measurement is required is too big or too small.
This situation of measurement has, of course, nothing to do with picturing repeated addition by a
frog leaping on a number line (there is indeed a frog painted in the figure illustrating
measurement approach to multiplication in (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk, p. 117)).
Aone was referring to Burris’ interpretations in the above task, but she did not consider
Burris as a source for classification of arithmetic problems into types. Later in the course, she
used the CGI classifications for the types of addition/subtraction and multiplication/division
problems (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi, 1999). CGI has four main types of
addition/subtraction problems: Join, Separate, Part-Part-Whole, and Compare. Each of these
types can be divided into subtypes, depending on what is unknown. CGI divides
multiplication/division problems into “Asymmetric problems” and “Symmetric problems”. In
asymmetric problems quantities are related to referents that are not interchangeable; in
symmetric problems, the referents are interchangeable. Asymmetric problems can be divided
into Multiplication, Measurement Division, and Partitive Division problems, and problems about
discrete quantities as well as Rate, Price and Multiplicative Comparison problems can be
classified into one of these types. The symmetric problems include area, array and combination
problems.
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action / Teaching activity preparation \ Write a problem satisfying given conditions \
A given type of multiplication problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Problem types \ Types of multiplication problems \ Additive;
Row by column; Combination
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.4 Problem posing
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Write a problem satisfying given conditions \
Realistic word problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Problem types \ Realistic word problem

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.5 Diagnosing children’s errors
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Finding and diagnosing a student’s error
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Properties of arithmetic operations

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.6 Identify the type of problem
Task formulation
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NOTE:
Burris (Burris, 2005, p. 95) describes two “interpretations” of addition:
“Combination addition problems”:
Combination addition problems involve objects that may be combined so that the total number of objects may
be counted. (Burris, 2005, p. 94)

“Incremental addition problems”:
Once students are comfortable with the idea of addition as the combination of sets, they may be introduced to
more abstract problems that require addition but do not involve set objects such as ‘Mary is seven years old.
How old will she be three years from now?’ This type of problem is often called an incremental addition
problem. (Burris, 2005, p. 94)

Burris has five interpretations of subtraction (pp. 101-103), called “Take-away”; “Additive” (or
“Missing addend”); “Comparative” (how much larger is one set than another); “Partitioning”
(partitioning a set into two parts); “Incremental” (a quantity is increased or decreased).
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the type of problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Types of problems \Types of addition problems (Additive, Row by column / Array,
Combination); Types of subtraction problems (Take away, Additive, Comparative, Partitioning,
Incremental)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.7 Is subtraction commutative?
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Proving a mathematical statement \ Deciding if subtraction is commutative and
justifying one’s statement
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Properties of arithmetic operations \ Commutativity
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.8 Closure under subtraction
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Proving a mathematical statement \ Deciding if whole numbers
are closed under subtraction
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Properties of arithmetic operations \ Closure of a number set
under a given operation

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.9 Conceptions implicit in a child’s solution
Task formulation

Answer: Nothing. I was talking to Eddy.
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of student’s work \Identify the mathematical concept in action in a
student’s solution \ In a problem of addition of two numbers
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Properties of arithmetic operations

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.10 Perform multiplication
Task formulation
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NOTE:
“Partial products”
12
19
8
40
48

27
30
180
200
437
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Performing an arithmetic operation using a variety of
algorithms \ Standard algorithm; Base-ten blocks; Grid; Partial products algorithm for
multiplication; Distributive property
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \ Standard algorithms; Nonstandard algorithms (Base-ten blocks; The grid model for multiplication; Partial products
algorithm for multiplication; Multiplication using the distributive property)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.11 Arithmetic sentences
Task formulation

NOTE
Burris names two “interpretations of division” (Burris, 2005, pp. 136-7):
“Subtractive” (other authors call that Measurement Division): “Given a total number of objects
and how many objects are in each set, find the number of sets”
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“Distributive” (called “partitive” by other authors): “Given a total number of objects and the
number of sets, how many objects are in each set”
Aone prefers the terminology: Measurement / Partitive and refers students mostly to Reyes for
these terms.
Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.11.1
Write a division sentence and a missing factor multiplication sentence…
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Model relationships in a word problem in more than one way \
Model a multiplicative relationship using (a) multiplication and (b) division
Analytic tools
MKT \ Types of arithmetic sentences \ Division sentence; Missing factor multiplication sentence

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.11.2
Classify the type of division problem.
Action
Student’s action
Didactic-theoretical
Identifying the type of a problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Division problem types \ Measurement division; Partitive division

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.12
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Proving a mathematical statement \ Deciding if division is
commutative and justifying one’s statement
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Properties of arithmetic operations \ Commutativity
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.13.1, 14.13.2 Problem posing
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Writing a problem satisfying given conditions \
Division problem where remainder must be ignored (14.13.1) \ Division problem where
remainder must be considered (14.13.2)
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Division problems where remainder must be ignored; Division problems
where remainder must be considered

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.14 Diagnosing a child’s error
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of student’s work \ Finding and diagnosing a student’s error
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Mathematical principles of counting
PML \ Psychology of learning to count
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.15 Diagnosing a child’s error
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of student’s work \ Finding and diagnosing a student’s error
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Mathematical principles of counting (Ginsburg H. ,
1998)
PML \ Psychology of learning to count (Ginsburg H. , 1998)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-14.16 Predicting children’s behavior on counting
tasks
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Predicting student’s mathematical behavior \ Predicting a student’s error
knowing that she does not possess a given counting skill
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Mathematical principles of counting
PML \ Psychology of learning to count
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15 Midterm
Title: “Midterm”
Institutional status: Graded examination, 30%
Format: Individual
The test is made of three parts, worth, respectively, 15 marks, 20 marks and 20 marks, or 3/11 of
the total mark for the midterm (i.e. 8.2%), 4/11 and 4/11 (i.e. 10.9% and 10.9%).

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.1 Part I “True-False and Justification”
Institutional status: Graded test question, worth 8.2% of the total course grade

NOTE: Taking into account all four possible choices of 3 problems out of 4 would make the
statistics a bit complicated, so we decided to just ignore the easiest task 15.1.1 in our statistics
about the grade weight of actions and analytic tools.

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.1.1
Grade weight: 0%

Task analysis
Action
Student action \ Mathematical \ Proving a mathematical statement \ Deciding if the regrouping
procedure has been correctly used in subtraction
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Standard algorithms \ with numerals written in Base-ten

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.1.2
Grade weight: 2.7%

NOTE: This task refers to Ginsburg’s Psychological Counting Principles (1998). We have
divided them into “Mathematical Principles of Counting” and “Psychology of Learning to
Count”. “Mathematical Principles of Counting” refers, in particular, to statements such as:
– “Anything can be counted”;
– “The number sequence is endless”;
– “Each member of the set must be counted once and only once” (One-to-one Principle);
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–

“Match up each number word with each thing; each object must be assigned one and only
one number word (Uniqueness Principle)”;
– “Say the number words in their proper order (Stable Order Principle)”;
– “The things counted need not look alike [there are no special numbers for counting rocks
and for counting chairs1]”;
– “The order of counting does not matter”;
– “The physical properties of members of a set do not matter”;
– “Counting tells us how many objects there are in the collection as a whole (Cardinality
principle)”.
“Psychology of learning to count” refers to statements such as (from Aone’s lecture
slides in the course):
– [After learning the sequence of numbers from 1 to 13] “children then generate rules for
numbers to about 100, [noticing that] “numbers after 13 contain an underlying pattern”;
– “their rules often explain the errors they make…: twenty-eight, twenty-nine, twenty-ten;
four-teen, five-teen, six-teen; eighty, ninety, tenny; two-ty, three-ty, four-ty; twenty-nine,
twenty-ten, twenty-eleven”;
– “Preschooler has no difficulty counting small sets, but has more difficulty counting large
sets”;
– “Different results [after counting the same set] do not bother children”;
– “Early enumeration involves considerable rigidity”.
Also included in the Psychology of learning are common “Enumeration errors” such as
“Using Stable Order Principle, but an incorrect sequence of counting words”; or, “Most
preschoolers have difficulty touching each thing in a set once and only once [when counting]”
because “They forget which items have been touched and which have not; They lack strategies
for keeping track”.
The Psychology of learning to count refers moreover to “Strategies for Counting Things”:
“1. Pushing aside; 2. Immediate recognition: Subitizing (Knowing how many objects there are
without counting them); Pattern recognition (arrays of dots on dice); 3. Grouping / Arithmetic
Procedures: Skip counting; Perceive existing groupings, then use arithmetic; 4. Mental
enumeration; 5. Fingers…; 6. Objects; 7. Written symbolism”.
This component of the course includes also a list of symptoms that may indicate that the
child is at risk of having difficulties in progressing in school: “If by kindergarten, they cannot (a)
generate the rote counting sequence to at least 10; (b) cite the number just before or just after a
given number (up to at least 10); (c) count sets of 1 to 5 objects – e.g. cannot tag correctly or
cannot keep track of counted and uncounted objects; (d) routinely apply the cardinality rule for
even large sets; (e) produce up to 5 objects on request; (f) gross and small number-neighbour
comparisons (1 to 5). If by grade 1, they cannot count backward from 10”.
1

This is true of English but not of some other languages, e.g. the language of the Inuit or the Japanese. The Japanese
names for counting round objects (e.g. eggs) are ikko, niko, sanko, yonko, etc.; for counting cylindrical objects (e.g.
pens) – ippo, nihon, sanbon, youhon, etc. Invalid source specified..
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“Teaching counting based on psychological principles” refers to Teaching principles for
counting such as: “Limiting what [children] learn at any one time”; “Say the sequence in the
same order all the time”; “Memorize small numbers in a rote fashion”; “Each counting skill
should become automatic”; “Remedial efforts should build on concrete experiences”; “Remedial
efforts should take place over extended periods of time”; “Remedial efforts should provide
regular practice with activities that are interesting to the child”.
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Combining knowledge of Mathematical counting
principles and of the Psychology of learning to count to derive statements about the order of
stages in learning to count
Analytic tools
MKT \ Mathematical principles of counting \ “Each member of the set must be counted once and
only once” (One-to-one Principle); “Say the number words in their proper order (Stable Order
Principle)”
PML \ Learning-teaching theories \ Psychology of learning to count

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.1.3
Grade weight: 2.7%

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Proving \ Deciding if a technique employed in a single problem
is generalizable to all problems of the same type
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \ Non-standard
algorithms
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.1.4
Grade weight: 2.7%

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving problems about arithmetic operations \ Identifying
properties of arithmetic operations implicitly used in a transformation of an arithmetic expression
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Properties of arithmetic operations

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.2 Part II “Short answer”
Grade weight: 10.9%
Instructions: “Choose any two of the following three items. Each item is worth 10 points.”
NOTE: Again, to facilitate statistics about grade weight distribution, we give weights to two
questions only, 1 and 3. We omit question 2 which is very similar to tasks students had to do
before and seems very easy.

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.2.1 Counting skills assessment
Grade weight: 5.45%
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Task formulation

NOTE: Possible answers to the above questions: Skills mastered: Stable order principle; Skills
not mastered: “Uniqueness principle”; Skills for which there is not enough information:
“Cardinality principle” (things counted need not look alike).
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Identifying mastered and not yet mastered
skills implicit in a student’s solution of a counting problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Mathematical principles of counting

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.2.2
Grade weight: 0%
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving problems about arithmetic operations \ Converting a
representation of an arithmetic operation into another representation \ A formal base-ten
representation into a material representation (Base-ten blocks)
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \ Non-standard
algorithms \ Base-ten blocks

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.2.3
Grade weight: 5.45%
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Assessing student’s understanding of
subtraction based on his/her solution of a single calculation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics\ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \ Standard
algorithms; Non-standard algorithms (Equal additions algorithm in subtraction)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.3 Part III “Applications to the classroom”
Grade weight: 10.9%
Task formulation
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.3.1
Grade weight: 3.67%
Task formulation
(a) Solve the problem. Show your steps, use math language and explain your thinking.
NOTE: This is a situational problem about printing books. One has to know what a paper form is
and what are the possible numbers of pages on a printing paper form. Students in Aone’s class
had no such knowledge and struggled a lot with the problem; most failed on it. In the traditional
technique of printing books (which seems to be the case in the problem), one can have 2, 4, 6, 8,
12 or 16 pages on a paper form. Each of these forms has its name: Folio, Quarto, Secto, Octavo,
Duodecimo and Sextodecimo, respectively2. The form represented in the picture is a Sexto. If
one doesn’t know what are the possible numbers of pages on a form, one can try to solve the
given problem by finding all possible even factors, and then there are very many possibilities.
2

See http://mappinghiddencollections.wordpress.com/2010/01/28/format-an-example-of-common-duodecimo-withan-uncommon-frontispiece-2/, or http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Format_arkusza, if you can read Polish.
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For example,
. Therefore the only possible forms for printing this book are Folio,
Quarto, Octavo, and Sextodecimo, even though 22, 44, 88, and 176 are also even divisors of 176.
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solve an elementary math word problem \ A situational
problem \ Involving certain divisors of several integers in the context of printing forms
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Divisibility relationships in integers

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.3.2
Grade weight: 3.67%
Task formulation
(b) To solve the problem, you had to solve a series of smaller problems. Indicate what types of
problems they were. Be as specific as you can in terms of the operation(s) involved and the
interpretation(s) you used.
NOTE: Since in AU1 FTs learn about problem types from (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema,
Franke, & Levi, 1999), Chapter 4, the expected answer is probably Asymmetric problem / Rate
problem / Partitive division problem, because, in this problem, the quantities involved are not
interchangeable (number of pages per page form number of page forms = total number of
pages in the book) , and one is interested in finding the rate, namely the number of pages per
page form, or, rather, in finding what are the possible rates, given the total number of pages in
the book. Carpenter et al.’s typology is perhaps more accessible to elementary school teachers
than the typology of Vergnaud (1983), who modeled problems using the language of functions
on measure spaces. In his typology, asymmetric problems were modeled by functions from one
measure space to another. The symmetric problems were modeled by functions defined on
Cartesian products of measure spaces and values in another measure space.
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the type of problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Types of multiplication/division problems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-15.3.3 Problem posing
Grade weight: 3.67%
Task formulation
(c) As a teacher, you want to use the context of the problem to extend students’ knowledge of
multiplication and division – that is, to see how they think about other problem types. Write one
word problem, in the context of this situational problem, that you might use with your students to
meet this objective.
NOTE: One could think of the following problem: “A Printing House is using paper forms of
size
for printing books with Letter size pages. Name the format of the paper
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forms that this Printing House is using.” This problem requires students to measure the
dimensions of the Letter size paper, calculate the areas of one page and the page form
(Symmetric / Area problem type), and finally divide the latter by the former to find the number
of pages per paper form (Asymmetric / Rate / Measurement division). The answer is: Octavo.
Action
Teacher’s action \ Writing a problem satisfying given conditions \ A multiplication/division
situational problem involving multiplication/division subproblems other than those in a given
problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Types of multiplication/division problems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-16 Problem types; strategies
Institutional status: Non-graded, out of class activity
Format: Individual or small group work
Task formulation
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Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Classifying a set of traditional arithmetic word problems
into types
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Types of addition/subtraction problems (Join problems, Separate
problems, Part-Part-Whole problems, Compare problems); Types of multiplication/division
problems: Asymmetric problems, including Rate, Price and Multiplicative Comparison
(Multiplication problems, Measurement division problems, Partitive division problems);
Symmetric problems (Area problems, Array problems, Combination problems)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-17 “Analysis of addition and
subtraction strategies”
Institutional status: Non-graded assignment, in class activity
Format: Individual work with teacher’s interventions
Students watch videos of children solving problems (CGI videos)
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretic \ Identifying the category of a mathematical process \
Category of a problem-solving strategy \ Addition/subtraction problems
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem-solving strategies (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi,
1999) \ In addition/subtraction problems (Direct modeling strategies, Counting strategies, Use of
derived number facts)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-18 “Analysis of children’s strategies
in solving multiplication/division problems”
Institutional status: Non-graded assignment, in class activity
Format: Individual work with teacher’s interventions
Students watch videos of children solving problems (CGI videos)
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretic \ Identifying the category of a mathematical process \
Category of a problem-solving strategy \ Multiplication/division problems
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem-solving strategies (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi,
1999) \ In multiplication/division problems: Direct modeling (Grouping, Measurement,
Partitive); Counting; Adding/subtracting; Use of derived number facts

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19 “Case study”
Institutional status: Graded assignment, 10%, out of class activity
Format: Individual reports required; may work in groups
Task formulation

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.1: Classifying problem types and solution
strategies
Task formulation

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.1.1
Grade weight: 1.25%
Task formulation
Question 1a: What problem type(s) (as described in your Carpenter text3) does she ask her
students to think about?

3

(Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi, 1999)
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the type of a problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types according to (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi, 1999)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.1.2
Grade weight: 1.25%
Task formulation
Question 1b: What types of problem solving strategies (as described in your Carpenter text) do
you see the students using when they work on solving these problems? Pick at least two students
who use different strategies, name the strategies and describe them.
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the category of a mathematical process \
Category of a problem solving strategy
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies according to (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema,
Franke, & Levi, 1999)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.2 Flexible interviewing techniques
AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.2.1
Grade weight: 1.25%
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Identifying a teaching technique used by a teacher in a video
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching techniques
Flexible interviewing techniques according to (Ginsburg, Jacobs, S. F., & Lopez,
L. S., 1998)
Basic structure of the flexible interview: 5 steps
Present students with a task
Check that they understand the task
Investigate their thoughts and interpret their responses
Draw a conclusion about what the child knows or understands
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Teach during or after the interview
Basic principles of flexible interviewing
Be responsive to students
Ask questions that are non-directive
Use child’s own words
Ask questions regardless of whether the child is right or wrong
If the task does not work or the child is losing interest, present it
in different way or with different manipulatives

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.2.2 Problem posing
Grade weight: 1.25%
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Write a problem satisfying given conditions \ Proposing an additional question
in a flexible interview with a child
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching techniques \ Flexible interviewing techniques according to (Ginsburg, Jacobs, S.
F., & Lopez, L. S., 1998)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.3 Lesson modification
Grade weight: 2.5%
Task formulation
Using your knowledge of these students’ problem solving strategies, if you were Ms. Keith, how
might you modify the lesson/problems to get your students to the ‘next level’? Speak directly to
the types of thinking you would like to see the students develop and how your modifications
would assist them to achieve this level of thinking. For example, what new types of problem
types you might introduce and why? What types of strategies would you like to see the students
using to solve these problems?
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Propose modifications to a lesson viewed on a
video \ With the goal of provoking students to use more advanced problem solving strategies
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ according to CGI (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi, 1999)
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-19.4 Solving a problem using a given strategy
Grade weight: 2.5%
Task formulation
Choose one of the two problems from the video (penny or rocket problem). Now choose any two
students in the class who used different strategies to solve the same problem (e.g. a Direct
Modeler and a Counter, or a student who used Counting and one who used the Derived Facts
strategy). Describe how you think these two students might solve the following problem. Justify
your response.
On Monday, Principal McKenzie put an aquarium in Mr. Meyer’s classroom with some goldfish in it. On
Wednesday, the students in the class noticed that there were 3 fish missing from the tank. Now there are 9
fish felt in the aquarium. How many fish did Principal McKenzie bring on Monday?

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Predicting students’ mathematical behavior \ Predicting how a student
observed to use a certain type of strategy in solving a problem would solve another problem.
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ according to CGI (Carpenter et al, 1999)
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20 “Practice Problems” for the
Final Examination
Institutional status: Non-graded, optional out of class activity
Format: Individual or small group work

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20.1 CGI definition
Task formulation
True or false? Justify.

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretic \ Define CGI
NOTE: Based on (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi, 1999), CGI focuses on
children’s thinking and uses knowledge about it as a basis for instruction.
Analytic tools
PML\ Learning-teaching theory \ CGI
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20.2
Task formulation
True or false? Justify.

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the category of a mathematical process \
Category of a problem-solving strategy
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20.3
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the category of a mathematical process \
Category of a problem-solving strategy
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20.4
Task formulation
For the following problems

(a) Name the problem type.
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(b) For problem 1: What Direct Modeling strategy would a child most likely use to solve this
problem? Describe how the child would use this strategy.
(c) For problem 2: Name one counting strategy that a child might use to solve this problem.
Describe how the child would perform the strategy.
Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20.4.1
Question (a)
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the type of a problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ CGI

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20.4.2
Question (b)
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Reason \ Apply the definition of a problem solving
strategy to show a possible solution of a problem
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies \ Direct modeling; Counting

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-20.5
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Predicting students’ mathematical behavior \ Predicting a student’s strategy on
a given type of problem knowing that s/he does not possess a given problem solving skill
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Types of addition/subtraction problems \ Compare problems \ Difference
unknown
PML\ Children’s problem solving strategies \Direct modeling; Counting; Derived facts strategy
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21 Final
Title: “Final examination”
Institutional status: Graded, 35%, in class activity.
Format: Individual work
Grading: Part I – 10 points; Part II – 10 points; Part III – 20 points; Part IV – 15 points

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.1 Part I – “Short answer”
Institutional status: Graded, 6.36%
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Reason \ Disproving statements about common beliefs
about learning mathematics (Only kids who are bad at math need to count on their fingers to
compute, Smart kids answer math questions quickly)
Analytic tools
PML \ Psychology of learning to count \Strategies for counting things

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.2 Part II – “True-False & Justify”
Title:
Institutional status: Graded, 6.36%
Task formulation
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NOTE: In our quantitative analysis, only questions 21.2.2 and 21.2.3 will be taken into account.
Task analysis

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.2.1
Grade weight: 0% (in our statistics)
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic-theoretical \ Identifying the objective of a teaching activity described
in a teacher’s guide
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Mathematical principles of counting
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.2.2
Grade weight: 3.18%

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Identify a concept in action in a student’s
solution \ In the context of a “broken key” task
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Properties of arithmetic operations
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.2.3
Grade weight: 3.18%
Task formulation

NOTE: Conversion of units involves multiplication, taking the inverse of a ratio, and
multiplication by this inverse which is division.
We are given:

Therefore:
(

)

If the ratio of 1 hg to 1 dag is 100, then the ratio of 22 hg to 1 dag will be 22 times greater, i.e.
. Therefore there are 2200 decagrams in 22 hectograms.
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic theoretical \ Identifying the type of problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Types of multiplication/division problems
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.2.4
Grade weight: 0%
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic theoretical \ Identifying the type of problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types \ Types of multiplication/division problems

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3 Part III – “Short answer”
Institutional status: Graded 12.7% (20 points)
Format: Individual
Task formulation
Instructions: Choose any two of the following four items. Each item is worth 10 points.
NOTE: We will take only two problems into account in our quantitative analysis with regard to
grade weight: 21.3.2 and 21.3.3
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.1
Task formulation

Task analysis
AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.1.1
Grade weight: 0%
Task formulation
(a)(i) and (b)(i) Name the problem type
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic theoretical \ Identifying the type of problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types according to (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi, 1999)
AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.1.2
Grade weight: 0%
Task formulation
(a)(ii), (iii) and (b)(ii),(iii) Describe problem solving strategies that could be used to solve a
problem
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic theoretical \ Reason \Applying the definition of a problem solving
strategy to show a possible solution of a problem
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies according to (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema,
Franke, & Levi, 1999)

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.2
Grade weight: 6.36%
Task formulation
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Task analysis
AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.2.1
Grade weight: 2.12%
Task formulation
2(a) Name the problem type
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic theoretical \ Identifying the type of problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types
AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.2.2
Grade weight: 2.12 %
Task formulation
2b Name the strategy used by the child
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic theoretical \ Identifying the category of a mathematical process \
Category of a problem solving strategy
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies
AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.2.3
Grade weight: 2.12%
Task formulation
2(c) Write one mathematical sentence that mathematically models the child’s solution
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Imagine you are teaching\ Model a child’s verbal solution in
mathematical notation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.3
Grade weight: 6.37%
Task formulation

NOTE: Judgment about the relative difficulty of the two problems is a skill that is essential in the
problem posing activity especially when modifying a problem by playing on didactic variables.
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessing the relative difficulty of problems for children
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.4
Grade weight: 0%
Task formulation

Task analysis
AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.4.1
Task formulation
(a) and (b) : Describe the incorrect procedures the student is using and explain why he is
making them
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Assessment of students’ work \ Finding and diagnosing a student’s error in a
calculation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Arithmetic operations – algorithms \ Standard algorithms \ Division
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.3.4.2
Task formulation
(b) : How to explain the standard division algorithm to a child using manipulatives
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Imagined teaching \ Describe how you would explain a
mathematical concept \ Standard division algorithm \ Using manipulatives
Analytic tools
MKT
Standard algorithms
Division

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.4 Part IV – “Teaching applications”
Institutional status: Graded 9.55% (15 points)
Format: Individual
Task formulation
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AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.4.1
Grade weight: 2.39%
Task formulation
Answer the following questions. Make sure to justify your responses
Question (a) In Activity 2, what type(s) of problem(s) are the students required to solve?
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Didactic theoretical \ Identify the type of problem
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Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.4.2
Grade weight: 2.39%
Task formulation
Answer the following questions. Make sure to justify your responses
Question (b): What kind(s) of strateg(ies) does the teacher’s resource expects the students to use?
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Predicting students’ mathematical behavior \ Predicting students’ strategies in
solving a problem
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.4.3
Grade weight: 2.39%
Task formulation
Answer the following questions. Make sure to justify your responses
Question (c): Describe how a child might use an adding strategy to solve one of the problems in
Activity 2b. Assume that the number rolled on the number cube was 7 and the larger anumal was
the dog.
Question (d): Describe how a child might use a derived fact strategy to solve one of the problems
in Activity 2b. Assume that the number rolled on the number cube was 9 and the larger animal
was the wolf.
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Predicting students’ mathematical behavior \ Predicting how a student would
use a certain type of strategy in solving a problem
Analytic tools
PML \ Children’s problem solving strategies

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-21.4.4 Problem posing
Grade weight: 2.39%
Task formulation
Question (e): Imagine you are a fourth-grade teacher using this activity in your class and you
want to use this activity to assess and extend students’ knowledge of multiplication and division.
Using the same story context (i.e. Mice Twice), write a Multiplicative Comparison – Partitive
Division problem for your students.
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Write a problem satisfying given conditions \
Write a Multiplicative Comparison – Partitive Division about a given context
Analytic tools
MKT \ Problem types

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-22 “Positive Active Participation”
Institutional status: Non-graded
Format: Individual behavior
Task formulation

Action
Student’s action \ Behavioral \ Class participation / Positive active participation
Analytic tools
Prof \ Course participation standards \ Attendance; Contributions to class discussions; Assist
peers in collaborative activities
Prof \ Standards of student behavior\ Arriving in class on time; Staying until dismissed;
Maintaining positive attitude towards learning the content of the course

AU1-TM1-Aone-2010-Task-23 “Readings”
Institutional status: Non-graded in a separate way; knowledge of readings required in solving
other tasks
Format: Individual behavior
Task formulation
Textbooks: (Burris, 2005); (Carpenter, Empson, Fennema, Franke, & Levi, 1999)
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Summary statistics about tasks in the Teaching Mathematics 1
course at AU1 in 2010
Practice areas: the broadest categories of Actions

Distribution of broad categories of action - areas of practice - in TM I/2010 at AU 1. Tabular form.

Teacher-to-teacher
communication

Task weight distribution

Teacher's action
Student's action
Grade weight distribution
Future teacher's action
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Distribution of broad categories of action - areas of practice - in TM I/2010 at AU 1. Chart form.

Details: Teacher’s actions distribution
Actual
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Normed-1

Teaching preparation
Task weight distribution,
normed (Norm-1)

Teaching
Reflection on teaching, not
shared
Assessment of students'
work

Grade weight distribution,
normed (Norm-1)

Prediction of students'
behavior
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Chart: AU1-2010-Teacher’s actions distribution, normed

More details about the category of Teacher’s actions
Teaching preparation types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
 Write a problem satisfying given conditions


Propose modifications to a lesson viewed on a video with the goal of provoking students
to use more sophisticated problem solving strategies

Teaching: types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
 Imagine you are teaching:
o Describe how you would explain a mathematical concept:
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Place value, using concrete materials



Standard division algorithm, using manipulatives

o Model a child’s verbal solution in mathematical notation
Reflection, not shared: types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
 Analyze the teaching activity observed in a video of a lesson


Identify the objective of a teaching activity described in a teacher’s guide

Assessment of students’ work: types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
 Assess students’ understanding of a mathematical concept: equality sign, subtraction


Decide if a student’s solution is correct



Identify mastered and not yet mastered skills implicit in a student’s solution



Identify the mathematical concept in action in a student’s solution

Predicting students’ mathematical behavior: types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
Predicting:
 how a student would use a certain type of strategy in solving a problem


students’ errors on a type of problem



students’ strategies on a type of problem



the relative difficulty of problems for children

We have put the last type as a separate sub-category of Teacher’s actions, but this action requires
predicting students’ mathematical behavior, so in the summary statistics, we have added it to
Predicting students’ mathematical behavior type of task.
Details: Student’s actions distribution
Actual
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Normed-1

Task weight distribution,
normed (norm-1)
Behavioral
Didactic-theoretical
Mathematical
Grade weight distribution,
normed (Norm-1)

0%

20%

40%

60%

80% 100%

Chart: AU1-2010-Student’s actions distribution, normed

Aone’s concern about FTs’ poor mathematical background and her goal to improve their
knowledge about at least the most fundamental concepts is evident in the task weight distribution
(she makes the students practice elementary math knowledge: CCK – a lot, although she does not
attribute to this practice a lot of grade weight. After all, FTs’ SHOULD know this knowledge
already; in a TM course, the knowledge about teaching – Didactic-theoretical knowledge – is the
new knowledge FTs should be learning. They were accepted into the university based on
acceptable grades in math at the secondary level.
More details about the category of Student’s actions
Behavioral: types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
 Positive active participation (1 task)
Didactic-theoretical: types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
100



Recall and write down a definition of a didactic-theoretical term: CGI, problem vs
exercise (2 tasks)



Apply a definition of a problem solving strategy to show a possible solution to a problem
(2 tasks)



Identify the type of a didactic-theoretic object: (19 tasks)
o Type of problem
o Type of problem solving strategy
o Type of teaching technique



Prove or disprove statements using didactic-theoretical arguments (2 tasks)



Answer questions about a reading on teaching theory (1 task)

Mathematical: types of tasks used in AU1-2010:
 Count (6 tasks)


Represent numbers (10 tasks)



Find a general relationship between representations in different bases (1 task)



Order numbers (1 task)



Calculate using standard and non-standard algorithms, round-off numbers (9 tasks)



Represent a calculation using pictures or base-ten blocks (4 tasks)



Solve an elementary math problem (5 tasks)



Discuss strategies to solve an elementary math problem (1 task)



Define / Explain a mathematical concept or idea: Place value, Equality sign (2 tasks)



Prove a mathematical statement: (10 tasks)
o Decide if:


0 is even or odd



Subtraction is commutative



Division is commutative



Whole numbers are closed under subtraction



A technique used in a given solution is generalizable



The regrouping procedure has been correctly used in subtraction



A given formal representation of a number is correct

o Deduce the base of the place-value system from a given number sentence
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o Identify properties of arithmetic operations implicitly used in a transformation of
an arithmetic expression
Future teacher’s actions distribution
Two actions/tasks only:
 Share opinions about what it means to be a good elementary math teacher (1 task)


Analyze peers’ opinions about what it means to be a good elementary math teacher (1
task)

Theory areas: the broadest categories of Analytic tools

Task weight, normed-1, N=116
TKM
TDA
MKT
PML
PROF

Grade weight

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Chart for the normed distributions of categories of Analytic tools

“TKM” – models of teachers’ knowledge
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